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’ INTRODUCTION

With the blossom of nanotechnology and novel functional
nanomaterials, the use of a great variety of nanomaterials has
increased incredibly fast and broadly.1With increased application
of using nanocolloids in medicine and medical diagnostics, there
has been emerging interest in understanding the interaction
between functional nanocolloids and cell membranes for poten-
tial application as drug delivery carriers and therapeutic agents.
Conversely, the concern of nanocolloidal cytotoxicity has in-
creased drastically in the past several years.2�4 For example, as
nanoparticles can be easily engulfed by living cells due to their
small size and high surface-area-to-volume ratio, the transport of
some nanoparticles (NPs) across skins and blood�brain barrier3

has raised red flags in nanomedicine research. Although the
permeability of NPs is exploited for medical diagnosis and drug
delivery, exposure of cells to some biofunctional NPs might be
fatal if NPs are toxic.3 Furthermore, it has been reported that the
cytotoxicity of NPs strongly depends on physicochemical prop-
erties of NPs, such as particle size and polydispersity, chemical
composition, surface area, surface chemistry, and porosity.3,5

Apparently, the current research on the interactions between
NPs and cell membranes to address both benign and harmful
impacts of NPs is far from enough.

Understanding the interaction between NPs and model cell
membrane, i.e., lipid bilayer, can give insight into the potential
biomedical application and cytotoxicity of NPs with living cells.
Most recent work has thereby examined the interaction of
NPs with lipid bilayers and the consequence of adsorbed NPs on

the structural reconstruction and phase transition of lipid
bilayers.6�35 Structurally, a lipid bilayer consists of two mono-
layers of closely packed lipid molecules with their lipophilic tails
shielded by their head groups from bulk aqueous solutions; thus,
a lipid bilayer commonly contains both hydrophobic and hydro-
philic regions, both of which could accommodate the interaction
with NPs of varied surface chemistry.36 In recent theoretical and
computer simulation studies, it is found that the morphological
reorganization and evolution of disrupted lipid bilayers, due to
their interaction with NPs, strongly depend on the surface
hydrophilicity of NPs.32 If the hydrophilicity of NPs is sufficiently
high, NPs can rapidly remove lipid molecules from lipid bilayers,
resulting in an irreversible formation of “pores’ or “holes” in lipid
bilayers.18,34,35 In contrast, it is predicted that no pore formation
occurs with hydrophobic or Janus NPs, even though such NPs
can be embedded in lipid bilayers.23,26

However, as no clear definition is given to explicitly describe
the hydrophilic or hydrophobic degree of NPs, it remains
unknown how and to what extent the disrupted structures of
lipid bilayers as well as the resulting NP-induced pore formation
depends on NP surface hydrophobicity. In this work, we have
focused on semihydrophobic NPs, which can attract proteins and
be used to examine the activity of antigens and antibodies, and
examined their interactions with lipid bilayers at an ionic strength
range similar to that in the human body; specifically we have
systematically varied the fraction of surface hydrophobicity of
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ABSTRACT:Understanding the interaction between functional
nanoparticles and cell membranes is critical to use nanomaterials
for broad biomedical applications with minimal cytotoxicity. In
this work, we have investigated the effect of adsorbed semihy-
drophobic nanoparticles (NPs) on the dynamics andmorphology
of model cell membranes. We have systematically varied the
degree of surface hydrophobicity of carboxyl end-functionalized
polystyrene NPs of varied size in buffer solutions with varied ionic strength. It is observed that semihydrophobic NPs can readily
adsorb on neutral SLBs and drag lipids from SLBs to NP surfaces. Above a critical NP concentration, the disruption of SLBs is
observed, accompanied with the formation and rapid growth of lipid-poor regions onNP-adsorbed SLBs. In the study of the effect of
solution ionic strength on NP surface hydrophobic degree and the growth of lipid-poor regions, we have concluded that the
hydrophobic interaction enhanced by screened electrostatic interaction underlies the envelopment of NPs by lipids that are
attracted from SLBs to the surface of NPs or their aggregates. Hence, the formation and growth of lipid-poor regions, or vaguely
referred as “pores” or “holes” in the literature, can be controlled by NP concentration, size, and surface hydrophobicity, which is
critical to design functional nanomaterials for effective nanomedicine while minimizing possible cytotoxicity.
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ionizable end-functionalized NPs of varied size and directly
examined its effect on the morphological evolution of supported
neutral lipid bilayers via direct microscopic and spectroscopic
observation. We have observed that adsorbed semihydrophobic
NPs can deform supported lipid layers (SLBs) and also readily
remove lipids from SLBs to envelop adsorbed NPs and produce
lipid-poor regions or apparent microscaled pores. To further
investigate the driving force responsible for the envelopment of
NPs by dragged lipids, we have also varied the medium ionic
strength to explore the possible contribution of hydrophobic
and electric static interaction to the formation of NP�lipid
complexes.

’EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Materials. L-R-Phosphatidylcholine (R-PC) and fluorescent 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B
sulfonyl) ammonium (LR-PE), both purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids, are used as supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) on quartz coverslip
(ESCO products). The chemical structure of both R-PC and LR-PE is
shown in Figure 1a. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer solutions
(VWR) are used to simulate the ionic environment in the human body.
They are also diluted with varied amounts of deionized water (Barnstead
Nanopure II) to vary medium ionic strength.

Carboxyl-end-functionalized polystyrene nanoparticles (cPS-NPs)
of varied diameter, d = 28, 62, and 140 nm, are purchased from
Invitrogen, whose surface charge density, σ, in deionized water is
reported as 0.017, 0.047, and 0.162 charge/nm2 by Invitrogen.
The σ of 140 nm cPS-NPs in PBS buffer with different ionic
strength is determined by the measurement of nanoparticle zeta
potential, ζ (Brookhaven Instruments, ZetaPlus), according to the

following equation,37,38
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where εr (≈78) is the dielectric constant of water, λD is the Debye
screening length, and a is the radius of cPS-NPs. From measured σ,
the surface density of carboxyl functional groups is estimated to range
from 0.01 to 0.16 carboxyl end functional group/nm2, which is at least
1 order of magnitude lower than that of surface-grafted poly-
(carboxylic acid) layer on PS-NPs that are regarded as hydrophilic
NPs. Unlike those hydrophilic PS-NPs whose surface is grafted with
hydrophilic polymers with a great many ionizable groups, the surface
of cPS-NPs used here is hydrophobic polystyrene surface with sparse
ionizable groups; thus, we loosely define cPS-NPs used in this work as
semihydrophobic NPs. To quantify the semihydrophobic degree of
cPS-NPs, we have tentatively estimated the fraction of hydrophobic
patches, FHP, on cPS-NPs in varied PBS buffers as

FHP ¼ 1� πλ2D=ðe=σÞ ð2Þ
where πλD

2 is the area of each charged surface patch on a cPS-NP in
varied salt solutions based on the Debye�H€uckel theory, e/σ is the
area of each charged surface patch on a cPS-NP in deionized water,
and the obtained FHP results of cPS-NPs of d = 140 nm at varied PBS
concentrations are summarized in Table 1.

Semihydrophobic cPS-NPs are well dispersed in PBS buffer solutions
of varied PBS volume fraction. Double-side polished quartz coverslips
are used as the solid substrate and cleaned by first sonication in ethanol
for 10 min followed by soaking in a heated piranha solution (30% H2O2

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of plain R-PC lipid and fluorescent LR-PE lipid probe used in this work. (b) Fluorescence micrograph confirms a
homogeneous and uniform morphology of mixed SLB of R-PC and LR-PE at a molar ratio of 100:1 in the absence of cPS-NPs in PBS buffer solution.
The scale bar in the fluorescence micrograph is 20 μm. (c) Schematic of experimental setup.
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and 70% H2SO4) at temperature T = 120 �C for 2 h. Subsequently,
quartz surfaces are thoroughly rinsed with deionized water and dried
with nitrogen gas (purity >99.9%) before use.
Preparation of Supported Lipid Bilayers (SLBs). R-PC SLBs

are prepared by rupturing and spreading small unilamellar vesicles
(SUVs) on a quartz coverslip. SUVs are prepared by the commonly
used extrusion method:39 Briefly, a mixture of 250 μL of 20 mg/mL
R-PC solution with 86 μL of 1 mg/mL LR-PE in chloroform is dried by
nitrogen gas to form a dry mixed lipid film and then resuspended in
1.2 mL of PBS buffer to form lipid vesicles via sonication over 20 min
first and again after storage at T =�25 �C overnight. Subsequently, the
suspension of hydrated lipid vesicles is extruded repeatedly through a
miniextruder (Avanti Polar Lipids) with two layers of polycarbonate
membrane filters of 100 nm pore diameter (Whatman, Maidstone, UK)
to yield SUVs of mixed R-PC and LR-PE of d = 134 ( 11 nm as
determined by dynamic light scattering (Brookhaven Instruments). For
all the fluorescence microscopic in this work, the ratio of plain R-PC to
fluorescent LR-PE in the mixed SLBs is kept constant at 100:1 for
fluorescence microscopic experiments but 105:1 for single-molecule
spectroscopic experiments.

One milliliter of SUV solution in PBS buffer solution is added to a
cleaned quartz coverslip and kept incubated in a custom-built liquid cell
as shown in Figure 1c for 45 min to obtain a supported lipid bilayer.
Excess SUVs are removed by repeatedly and gently rinsing the SLB with
PBS buffer first followed with deionized water. Finally, SUV-free
supported lipid bilayers are suspended in aqueous solutions of varied
PBS fraction before experiments. The homogeneity of fluorescent lipid
bilayer is examined by confocal laser scanningmicroscopy as exhibited in
Figure 1b.
Characterization.The adsorption of cPS-NPs on the SLB ofmixed

R-PC and LR-PE at a molar ratio of 100:1 is quantified by quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) with a fluid cell (Stanford Research System,
QCM200). The morphology of R-PC and LR-PE mixed SLBs with
and without cPS-NPs is characterized at real time by confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy (CLSM) (Zeiss LSM 5 Pascal) with a 100� objective
lens (NA = 1.4, oil immersion) and analyzed by ImageJ.40

The dynamics of fluorescent LR-PE probe in the mixed SLBs upon
the adsorption of cPS-NPs of varied size in aqueous solutions of varied
PBS concentration is characterized at a single-molecule resolution by
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), which is set up on an
inverted microscope (Zeiss Axio A1) equipped with a 100� objective
lens (NA = 1.4, oil immersion), as detailed elsewhere.41,42 Briefly, an
argon laser (Melles Griot, λex = 488 nm) is focused on the SLB aqueous
interface by reaching maximum fluorescence photon count detected by
two single-photon-counting modules (Hamamatsu), which is also
confirmed by a CCD camera (Andor iXon) with the smallest optical
diffraction spot at the surface. The emission fluorescence intensity, I(t)
of fluorescent LR-PE lipid, in the mixture with plain R-PC lipids, over a

small focal volume, which is calibrated as ωxy = 250 nm in the lateral
diameter andωz = 7.3 μm in the vertical height by using Alexa Flour 488
(Invitrogen) of known diffusion coefficient in a dilute bulk solution, is
measured to obtain the autocorrelation function

GðτÞ ¼ ÆδIðtÞδIðt + τÞæÞ=ðÆIðtÞæ2 ð3Þ
The surface diffusion coefficient, D, as well as the surface concentra-
tion, [c], of fluorescent LR-PE probe in R-PC SLBs is thus deter-
mined from G(τ) by fitting it with the two-dimensional Gaussian
equation

GðτÞ ¼ ðπω2
xy½c�Þ�1ð1 + ð4DτÞ=ðω2

xyÞÞ�1 ð4Þ

Both FCS and CLSM measurements are conducted with a liquid cell
as shown in Figure 1c.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Semihydrophobic cPS-NPs are found to readily adsorb on
R-PC SLBs from PBS aqueous suspensions as characterized by
QCM. Over a short time period less than 2 min, an adsorption
equilibrium from PBS solutions on R-PC SLBs is achieved with
cPS-NPs of d = 62 and 140 nm as shown in Figure 2, yet the mass
of adsorbed NPs of d = 28 nm is probably too small to be
detected byQCM. Based on the estimated surface density of cPS-
NPs on R-PC SLBs as shown in the inset of Figure 2, we can
describe the adsorbed amount of NPs on SLBs in term of total

Table 1. Measured Zeta Potential, ζ, Estimated Surface Charge Density, σ, and Fraction of Hydrophobic Patches, FHP, of cPS-
NPs of d = 140 nmSuspended in Buffer Solutions of Varied PBS Volume Fraction That Leads to the Variance inMeasuredMedium
Conductivity as Well as Estimated Debye Screening Length, λD

PBS fraction in aqueous solutions 0.2 � PBS 0.4 � PBS 0.6 � PBS 0.8 � PBS 1 � PBS

medium conductivity (S/m) 0.73 1.37 1.97 2.52 3.33

λD (nm) 1.64 1.16 0.95 0.82 0.74

measured ζ (mV) �54.94 ( 2.84 �42.92 ( 4.52 �37.24 ( 2.32 �34.86 ( 1.48 �29.48 ( 3.82

σ (charge/nm2) a 0.033 0.024 0.021 0.019 0.016

FHPb 0.72 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.97
aThe surface charge density, σ, is estimated based on measured zeta potential, ζ, of cPS-NP of d = 140 nm in varied PBS buffer solution by using eq 1.
bThe fraction of hydrophobic patches, FHP, on cPS-NPs in PBS buffer is estimated based on the determined σ of cPS-NPs in PBS solutions of varied λD
by using eq 2 simply based on the double-layer electrostatic screening picture.

Figure 2. Time-dependent adsorption of 3.3 nM cPS-NPs of d = 62 nm
in 1�PBS solution (pink dot-dash line), 140 nm in 1�PBS (black solid
line), 0.6� PBS (red dash line), and 0.2� PBS solution (blue dot line)
onR-PC and LR-PEmixed SLBs as described by the ratio of total surface
area of absorbed cPS-NPs, ANP, to total surface area of R-PC SLB, Alipid.
Inset: Surface density, SD (unit: NP number per SLB area, #/μm2) of
absorbed cPS-NPs on R-PC SLB against elapsed time.
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surface area of NPs, ANP, per R-PC lipid bilayer area, Alipid. It
needs to be noted that the ratio of ANP/Alipid = 4 suggests a full
coverage of a cPS-NP monolayer on the surface of R-PC SLBs,
while ANP/Alipid > 4 suggests a possible multilayer of cPS-NPs or
their aggregates on R-PC SLBs. The amount of adsorbed cPS-
NPs increases with increasing the PBS concentration in the
buffer solutions, showing a strong dependence of ionic strength,
which suggests the facilitation of cPS-NP adsorption on R-PC
SLBs by screening electrostatic interaction.

To investigate the effect of adsorbed cPS-NPs on the struc-
tural reorganization ofR-PC SLBs, we first examine the dynamics
of single LR-PE lipids in fluid R-PC SLB at T = 25 �C with in-
creased NP concentration. As shown in Figure 3, with low NP
concentration in PBS buffer solutions, the measured D of LR-PE
remains nearly unchanged upon NP adsorption or shows a
negligibly small decrease possibly due to the NP-adsorption-
induced “slaved diffusion”.43 However, when the NP concentra-
tion exceeds a critical value, c*∼ 3 nM, the D of LR-PE becomes
immeasurable by FCS, indicating a significant suppression of
lipidmobility inR-PC SLB. According to the amount of absorbed
NPs measured by QCM, the coverage of NPs on R-PC SLBs has
reached the saturation at c*∼ 3 nM. It should be pointed out that
despite a drastic reduction of lipid dynamics due to cPS-NP
adsorption, R-PC SLB with adsorbed NPs remains in the fluid
phase as evidently supported by the observation of rapid fluor-
escence recovery of LR-PE lipids in the photobleached regions
in the mixed SLB using a high-intensity laser of 100 mW (see
Supporting Information Figure S1). The critical NP concentra-
tion of c* ∼ 3 nM is confirmed to be the same with cPS-NPs of
varied d = 28�140 nm, indicating its independence of NP size. At
cPS-NP concentration, c < c*, the morphology of R-PC SLBs
appears homogeneous and uniformly fluorescent with the pre-
sence of some bright fluorescent microdomains of varied size in
the range of 0.3�0.6 μm as circled in Figure 3i, which suggests
the possible adsorption of lipid molecules onto the surface of
cPS-NPs. In sharp contrast, at c > c* ∼ 3nM, an apparent pore
formation on R-PC SLBs with adsorbed cPS-NPs of d = 62 nm
is observed as fluorescence micrographs are exhibited in
Figure 3ii. According to previous theoretical and computer

simulation predictions with tense lipid bilayers, the critical NP
concentration is related to the threshold tension imposed on
lipid bilayer; with increased NP adsorption at c g c* where a
partial envelopment of a NP with lipid molecules can be
achieved, the threshold tension on the SLB is exceeded to cause
the stretching and instability of R-PC SLB, thereby initiating the
pore formation.

It should be noted that in our microscopic study of the
morphological evolution of R-PC and LR-PE mixed SLB, the
observed dark “pore” areas actually indicate the lipid-poor
regions, while the fluorescent areas correspond to the lipid-rich
regions. In addition, it is very intriguing to observe a sparse
distribution of bright fluorescent microdomains of typically
0.3�1 μm in size as circled in the lipid-poor regions, suggesting
the presence of lipid-adsorbed cPS-NPs or their aggregates in the
lipid-depleted regions. Nevertheless, we expect that NP-induced
pores are formed on tensed SLBs, while the size of actual pores, as
reported by AFM and other experimental studies34,35 as well as
computer simulation predictions,17,24,25,33 is possibly in the
nanometer range with a dependence of NP size and surface
hydrophobicity, which is much smaller than that of our observed
microscaled lipid-poor regions so as not to be observed by
CLSM. Hereafter we generally designate the fluorescent dark
areas as lipid-poor regions in this work.

To further understand the NP-induced formation of lipid-
poor regions on SLBs, we have examined the effect of NP size on
the morphology of R-PC SLBs in situ by CLSM.With cPS-NP of
d = 28 and 140 nm at c > c* ∼ 3 nM, similar lipid-poor regions
appear and grow on R-PC SLBs in PBS buffer solutions as
fluorescence micrographs are shown in Figure 4a and 4b,
respectively. Furthermore, as spatial distribution of fluorescence
intensity on R-PC SLBs is examined by both CLSM and FCS
(data are not shown), it is intriguing to find out that fluorescence
intensity in the lipid-rich regions always decreases to a signifi-
cantly low level after adding NPs while fluorescence intensity in
the lipid-poor regions sometimes increases over time, the latter of
which is supported by the observed presence of bright fluores-
cent microdomains associated with lipid-adsorbed NPs or ag-
gregates with cPS-NPs of d = 62 nm (see Figure 3ii) and 140 nm
(see Figure 5a-iv and b-iv), but not with cPS-NPs of d = 28 nm.
The presence of fluorescent microdomains in the lipid-poor
regions suggests that lipids can be dragged from R-PC SLBs to
the surface of cPS-NPs or their aggregates, which agrees with
recent computer simulation prediction with NP-induced pores
formation on SLBs.17,32,34 More interestingly, with cPS-NPs of
d = 140 nm, we have observed the apparent “fluorescence
inversion” as exhibited in Figure 4b, where the originally lipid-
poor regions appear to become gradually brightened with time,
suggesting a significant amount of lipid molecules transferring
from lipid-rich regions onto cPS-NPs. Although ANP is about
fourfold Alipid upon the saturation of NP adsorption on SLBs
according to theQCMdata shown in Figure 2, it is estimated that
∼50% surface coverage of NPs, corresponding to the upper half
of NP surface area exposed to the suspension, could initially
accommodate the lipids that are dragged from SLBs to form a
lipid monolayer; over time, as more R-PC and LR-PE lipids are
dragged from SLBs to adsorb on the surface of cPS-NPs or their
aggregates to form NP-cored lipid micelles, thereby showing
“fluorescence inversion”, as illustrated in Figure 4b-v. As such, we
expect that the lipid-poor regions could be comprised of the
actual holes in the stretched SLB as well as cPS-NPs enveloped
with a low amount of transferred lipids from SLB. With cPS-NP

Figure 3. Measured diffusion coefficient, D, of single LR-PE lipid
probes in mixed R-PC and LR-PE SLBs against the concentration, c,
of cPS-NPs of d = 28 nm (squares), 62 nm (circles), and 140 nm
(triangles) in 1� PBS solutions. Inset: Fluorescence micrographs show
the morphology of mixed R-PC and LR-PE SLBs with adsorbed cPS-
NPs in 1� PBS solution at (i) c = 0.8 nM (below c*) and (ii) c = 8.2 nM
(above c*). The scale bar for both images is 10 μm.White circles indicate
fluorescent bright microdomains in the “dark” lipid-poor regions,
suggesting the adsorption of lipids on the surface of cPS-NPs.
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of d = 28 nm whose size is comparable to the thickness of SLBs,
cPS-NPs can be embedded and enveloped within a locally
deformed SLB with much energy penalty to stretch and deform
SLBs22 as illustrated in Figure 4a-v. It is also the possible reason
that there are no visible bright microdomains on the surface of
cPS-NPs of d = 28 nm.

Once lipid molecules are depleted from SLBs, these lipid-poor
regions appear to expand rapidly over time. As summarized
in Figure 4c, we have examined the kinetics of the space-spanning
of lipid-poor regions on SLBs, which is considered critical to
control the size and distribution of NP-induced pores toward
the applications of drug delivery and gene therapy as well as
minimizing cytotoxicity.11 As shown in the inset of Figure 4c,
the growth of lipid-poor regions against elapsed time exhibits an
“S” shape, suggesting a typical heterogeneous nucleation and
growth process. We have tentatively applied the Johnson�
Mehl�Avrami�Kolmogorov (JMAK) theory,44�46 a widely
adopted theory to describe nucleation and growth processes
that occur randomly over an entire untransformed area of a given
system, to examine the increase of the fraction, Y, of total lipid-
poor areas over the entire SLB area against elapsed time, t.
As evidently shown in Figure 4c, the logarithmic plot of mea-
sured �ln(1 � Y) against normalized t by unit time, to (=1 s),
can be fitted linearly, in good agreement with the JMAK
theoretical prediction of

Y ¼ 1� expðKtnÞ ð5Þ

where K and n are both fitting parameters related to the detailed
mechanisms of transport, nucleation, and growth. The slope, n, of
the plots over longer time after the initial stage approaches 1 with
all varied d, thereby showing the NP-size independence of the
growth of lipid-poor regions; in addition, it is observed in
Figure 4c that the lipid-poor regions grow faster with larger
cPS-NPs at higher NP concentration; as combined, it is sug-
gested that such a kinetics of the two-dimensional growth the
lipid-poor regions is possibly controlled by the diffusion of lipid
molecules, further supporting the applicability of the JMAK

model to describe the NP-induced morphological disruption of
SLBs.47

Accordingly, all the above observations lead to a central key
question: what is the driving force to drag lipid molecules from a
SLB to a cPS-NP surface? With zwitterionic polar head of both
R-PC and LR-PE lipids, it is theoretically predicted that both
positively and negatively charged NPs can induce pores on
SLBs;32 furthermore, the higher the NP surface charge density,
the easier for the pore formation as predicted. In our case, we
originally speculate that the electrostatic attraction between
carboxyl terminal groups on cPS-NPs and lipid polar heads could
be favored with highly charged NPs because the outside group of
lipid polar head is slightly positively charged when facing the bulk
aqueous solution. To further examine this scenario, we have
systematically varied ionic strength in the suspensions of cPS-
NPs of d = 140 nm. Based on measured ζ, we have estimated the
σ, by using eq 1, and FPH of cPS-NPs, by using eq 2 , which is
derived from a rough model considering the electrostatic screen-
ing effect. As summarized in Table 1, both surface charge density,
σ, and hydrophilic degree, in terms of 1 � FHP, of cPS-NPs of
d = 140 nm increase with decreasing solution ionic strength by
diluting 1� PBS buffer solutions. However, as shown in Figure 2,
the adsorption of cPS-NPs is much weakened by decreasing
solution ionic strength, suggesting that another kind of NP�lipid
interaction underlies the adsorption of cPS-NPs as well as the
induced disruption of SLBs. Subsequently, we examine the
morphological evolution of R-PC and LR-PE mixed SLBs with
adsorption of cPS-NPs of d = 140 nm in PBS buffer solutions of
varied ionic strength. Apparently, as shown in Figure 5, the
growth of lipid-poor regions is considerably suppressed with
decreased ionic strength, whose trend is clearly opposite to the
theoretical prediction32 that increasing the surface charge density
of hydrophilic NPs leads to enhancing the pore formation. It
should be also noted that no aggregation is observed with cPS-
NPs of d = 140 nm in all varied PBS buffer solutions by dynamic
light scattering, which thus excludes the responsibility of ad-
sorbed NP aggregates for the growth of lipid-poor regions. As
such, based on the observations of increased NP adsorption and

Figure 4. (Panels i�iv) Fluorescence micrographs show the morphological evolution of mixed R-PC and LR-PE SLBs after adding cPS-NPs of
(a) d = 28 nm and (b) d = 140 nm, both at c = 3.3 nM in 1� PBS solutions, against varied elapsed time as labeled in each panel. Panels v in both (a) and
(b) are the schematic illustration of the morphology of lipid bilayers upon the adsorption of cPS-NPs of d = 28 and 140 nm in 1 � PBS solutions,
respectively. The scale bars in all the fluorescence images are 20 μm. (c) Fraction, Y, of the area of lipid-poor regions to that of the entire SLB is
determined against elapsed time to characterize the growth of lipid-poor regions due to the adsorption of cPS-NPs of d = 140 nm (squares), 62 nm
(triangles), and 28 nm (stars) at c = 3.3 nM as well as the adsorption of cPS-NPs of d= 28 nm at c = 6.6 nM (pentagons). The slope of the logarithmic plot
of�ln(1� Y) against normalized time, t, by unit time, to = 1 s, at longer time after an initial stage approximates to 1, suggesting the applicability of the
JMAKmodel to describe the growth of lipid-poor region via a nucleation and growth process. Inset: plot of Y against twith the same symbols as denoted
in the main panel of (c).
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enhanced formation and growth of NP-induced lipid-poor
regions with increased NP hydrophobicity, we derive that the
hydrophobic interaction is the dominant driving force to drag
lipid molecules from SLB to adsorb and wrap on cPS-NPs,
which can be further facilitated by the electric screening effect at
increased ionic strength; thus, the hydrophobic interaction as
the driving force with semihydrophobic NPs is clearly distinct
from the attraction between lipid polar heads and charged
surface patches of hydrophilic NPs as the driving force as
predicted in the literature.32 With increasing ionic strength to
screen electrostatic interaction between NPs and lipid head
groups, the surface hydrophobicity of cPS-NPs apparently
increases, indicating more hydrophobic patches to attract and
accommodate lipid molecules from SLBs. Therefore, we expect
that a monolayer of lipid molecules with lipophilic tails inter-
acting with NP hydrophobic surface could be formed with cPS-
NPs;22 with increased adsorption and insertion of large cPS-
NPs of d = 140 nm on SLBs to consequently attract more
neighboring lipids to their colloidal surfaces, the lipid-poor
regions further grow with time, which is accompanied by the
increased envelopment of cPS-NP with lipid monolayers,
thereby leading to the observed “fluorescence inversion” corre-
sponding to NP-cored lipid micelles, as illustrated in Figure 5c.
Consistently, the faster growth of lipid-poor regions with higher
PBS concentration also supports the scenario of NP�lipid
hydrophobic interaction facilitated by screened electrostatic
interface to cause the envelopment of cPS-NP by lipids as
quantified in Figure 5d. Additionally, the JMAK prediction is
generally confirmed with buffer solutions of varied PBS con-
centration. Cautiously, a deviation from the linear fitting is
observed in 0.2� and 0.4� PBS buffer solutions, showing a fast
growth at the early stage, followed by a slow growth at further
elapsed time. Yet, more rigorous models are under current

exploration to better describe the NP-induced growth of lipid-
poor regions in dilute PBS solutions.

’CONCLUSION

In this work, we have systematically investigated the effect of
semihydrophobic NPs on the interaction between NPs and SLBs
and the resulting morphological reorganization of disrupted
SLBs. We have observed that semihydrophobic NPs can be
readily adsorbed on SLBs and drag lipids from SLBs to NP
surfaces. A critical NP concentration is found to initiate the
disruption of SLBs with the resulting formation of lipid-poor
regions. With the investigation of the effect of solution ionic
strength on NP surface hydrophobic degree and the growth of
lipid-poor regions, we have concluded that the hydrophobic
interaction enhanced by screened electrostatic interaction under-
lies the envelopment of NPs by lipids that are attracted from
SLBs; furthermore, hydrophobic attraction, with screened elec-
trostatic repulsion at high ionic strength, can largely facilitate the
formation of patched lipid bilayers on large NPs to further
enhance the formation and growth of lipid-poor regions on
SLBs. We expect that similar behaviors can be observed with
supported lipid bilayers on other hydrophilic substrates, such as
mica and glass, where lipid bilayers can be initially formed, yet the
degree of the NP-induced disruption of lipid bilayers and the
resulting pore formation could strongly depend on the surface
chemistry and roughness of substrates, which might be worth
further investigation. In summary, the formation and growth of
lipid-poor regions, or vaguely referred as “pores” or “holes” in the
literature, can be controlled by NP concentration, size, and
surface hydrophobicity, which is critical to design functional
nanomaterials for effective nanomedicine while minimizing
possible cytotoxicity.

Figure 5. Fluorescence micrographs in panels i�iii show the morphological evolution of mixed R-PC and LR-PE SLBs after adding cPS-NPs of d =
140 nm in (a) 0.2 � PBS and (b) 0.6 � PBS buffer solutions. The fluorescent bright domains that suggest lipid-enveloped cPS-NPs are indicated by
white circles as shown in panels iv that is the blowout of the square area in panels iii. All the scale bars are 20 μm in panels i�iii and 10 μm in panels iv. (c)
Schematic of the morphological evolution of SLBs upon the adsorption of cPS-NPs of d = 140 nm in PBS solutions suggests a process from the partial to
full envelopment of cPS-NPs by attracting more lipids from SLBs, resulting in the eventual formation of NP-cored lipid micelle as observed by
“fluorescence inversion”. (d) Fraction, Y, of the area of lipid-poor regions to that of entire SLB as determined against elapsed time to characterize the
growth of lipid-poor regions due to the adsorption of cPS-NPs of d = 140 nm at c = 3.3 nM in buffer solutions of varied PBS volume fraction, 1� (triangles),
0.8� (squares), 0.6� (circles), 0.4� (diamonds), and 0.2� (stars). The slope of the logarithmic plot of�ln(1� Y) again normalized time, t, by unit time,
to = 1 s, at longer time after an initial stage approximates to 1. Inset: Plot of Y against t with the same symbols as denoted in the main panel of (d).
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